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Price Point® User Guide Overview
Price Point® is a web based tool designed to support Contracting Officers and Procurement
Specialists in performing market research and in evaluating price reasonableness for Inventory
Available Items. This manual describes how to use the Price Point® tool to assist in the
assessment of prices in a vendor catalog or offer.

Logging On to the System
To log on to the Price Point®site, open up a web browser and navigate to the appropriate Price
Point® web site address for your organization; this should be found in the welcome email you
received.
https://pricepoint.xsb.com (DLA Users)
https://gsa.xsb.com/pricing (GSA Users)
You will be presented with the login screen pictured in Figure 1 - Login Screen below.

Figure 1 - Login Screen

Enter your username and password and click the Login button as shown in Figure 2 – Submitting
the Login Form. Please note that usernames and passwords are case sensitive.

Figure 2 - Submitting the Login Form
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Lost Password/Forgotten Username
If you can not remember your username or password, please click on the Forgot Username or Lost
Password link under the login dialog box to reset, or contact support at pricepoint-support@xsb.com
for assistance.
After clicking the Lost Password link, you will be directed to the page shown in Figure 3 below, where
you can enter your email address and submit a password reset request.

Figure 3 – Resetting Your Password

Once a request to reset the password has been submitted, an email notification will be sent to the email
address supplied. This will contain a link that will enable you to update and confirm your new password.
After clicking the Forgot Username link, you will be directed to the page shown in Figure 4 below, where
you can enter your email address. If you have a valid Price Point® account, your username will be sent
to you via email.

Figure 4 – Retrieve Your Username
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Creating a Job - Uploading a Catalog for Analysis
Once logged in, the Price Point®dashboard will display all of your previously‐created jobs.
In Price Point®, a job represents a catalog that is to be processed and analyzed by the system for price
analysis. It includes a job name, a data file containing the catalog information, a Column Mapping
indentifying the relevant fields in the file, and finally, a resulting report.
To create a new job, click on the Create New Job link on the home screen, as shown in Figure 5 - Create
a New Job.

Figure 5 - Create a New Job

The New Job form shown in Figure 5a ‐ (GSA version) ‐ Specifying a Job Name and Figure
5b ‐ (DLA version) ‐ present fields to Specify a Job name, contract or offer number, evaluation
type and the CAGE code.
Job Name: A unique name for the job must be provided. The name for the new job must be
different from all previously‐created jobs. The system will report an error if a duplicate name is
chosen. A job name should consist of letters and numbers and should not include any special
characters.
Contract Number / Offer Number (available only in the GSA version of Price Point®): GSA users
must enter either a Contract Number for an existing GSA MAS contract (alpha-numeric) or an
Offer Number (numeric) for new offers being evaluated in this field.
Evaluation Type (available only in the GSA version of Price Point®): GSA users must select the
Evaluation Type from the selections provided; these are detailed below.
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•
•
•
•

New Offer – Select when the job contains items associated with a new proposal/offer; selection
is valid only if an Offer Number is entered in the Contract Number/Offer Number field.
EPA – Select when the job contains ONLY Supplier requested price adjustments for items
already approved on the Supplier’s GSA Schedule Contract.
ADD – Select when the job contains ONLY new items that the Supplier wishes to have added to
an existing GSA Schedule Contract.
EPA and ADD – Select when the job contains both new items as well as price adjustments.

CAGE Code (optional): The Commercial and Government Entity Code, or CAGE Code, is a unique
identifier assigned to suppliers to various government or defense agencies. This number is used to
identify the Supplier whose offer or catalog is being analyzed and is particularly helpful for analyzing
supplier catalogs that may have their own unique part numbering systems. An example of this would be
the WW Grainger part numbering system which often uses a vendor specifi part number in place of the
OEM part number. Knowing the CAGE code and using that code in the figure below would enable Price
Point® to determine the correlating OEM part number for each WW Grainger number to facilitate
proper price comparison and risk assessment.
Once a Job Name and optional CAGE is entered, click on Submit to continue.

Figure 5a - (GSA version) - Specifying a Job Name
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Figure 5b - (DLA version) - Specifying a Job Name

Source Data: Over the last fifteen XSB has amassed, standardized and enriched data on tens on millions
of parts across the A&D supply chain. This XSB Global Item Master integrates data from multiple Gov
databases, Specs and Standards, the Web and makes it actionable to users across the supply chain
through a variety of web based applications that use this item master as their backbone. Price Point®
leverages the XSB global item master database in its analysis. This includes all items on contract and
offered for sale through GSA Advantage, DOD EMALL, NASA SEWP and NSN data from FLIS. In addition,
it includes product, pricing and supplier data from multiple manufacturer and distributor web sites.
Price Point® also provides data on sales transaction prices from GSA Advantage and DOD EMALL. When
creating a new job for analysis, users have the option of specifying which of the data sources available in
the system they want to have included in their analysis. The default is to include all data sources;
however, if a users wishes to exclude a particular data source from their analysis, they can identify this
by deselecting that data source during the job creation process as shown in Figure 6 – Specifying the
Data Sources to Include in Analysis below.

Figure 6 – Specifying the Data Sources to Include in Analysis
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Preparing a Catalog Data File
Catalog files loaded into the system must be Microsoft Excel workbooks in either .XLS or .XLSX file
extension.
Tips for ensuring that catalog files will be uploaded successfully and without errors:
• The catalog information should be on the first tab of an MS Excel workbook that has multiple
tabs.
• The first row of information in the worksheet containing the catalog data should be column
headings. No graphics or misc. titles or other information should reside above the column
headings. NOTE: Check to see if the first row displayed is row 1 in the workbook, if not, some
rows may be hidden above the header that contain information that prevent the file from
uploading properly. Unhide rows above header and remove accordingly.
• The workbook must have a column that can act as a unique identifier for each record. Part
number fields can generally suffice for a unique identifier. In cases where the part number may
be duplicated across different records, you can add a column which contains sequential
numbered rows. This field will be the field that is eventually "mapped" to the Price Point "Part
ID" field. (Records with duplicates in this field will not be processed)
• The description field must be sufficiently descriptive containing at least 6 characters.
Descriptions such as "Nut", "Bolt", "Tie", etc. will not be accepted, and those records will not be
processed. If no description is contained in your catalog you can add a generic one providing it
is longer than 6 characters. Example: "XYZ Products" or "No Description Given".
• The workbook must have a minimum of 5 columns of data; this includes the data fields listed
below:
o Part ID
o Manufacturer name
o Manufacturer Part Number OR NSN
o Description
o Price
• Additional / Optional fields include:
o Unit Package Quantity
o Unit Package Type
o Exterior Container Type
Additional tips for larger catalogs:
• In the case of very large files, it is sometimes beneficial to split the workbook. This will enable
the user to process and analyze results quickly on a smaller segment of the uploaded catalog
while the remainder is still processing.
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Uploading a Catalog Data File
Click Choose File to upload the file containing the catalog data that will be associated with the job as
shown in Figure 7a - Bringing Up File Selection Dialog.

Figure 7a - Bringing Up File Selection Dialog

Clicking Choose File will cause the Open dialog box to appear, as shown in Figure 7b - Selecting a Data
File. Use this dialog to browse to and select the file from you local computer that contains the catalog
data to be evaluated. This must be an MS Excel workbook (.XLS or .XLSX).

Figure 3b - Selecting a Data File

Once the file is selected, click Open. The Price Point® form will display the selected filename written in
the Select Data File field, as shown in Figure 7c ‐ Uploading the Data File. Clicking the Upload File button
will begin the process of uploading the data file.
During the upload process, the system will display an upload progress screen, as shown in Figure
7d ‐ Upload in Progress. The time for the transfer depends, on the size of the file being uploaded. The
display indicates how much has been transferred and estimates how much longer the upload will take.
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Figure 7c - Uploading the Data File

Figure 7d - Upload in Progress

Column Mapping
After the file upload has completed, a column mapping screen is displayed, as shown in Figure
8a ‐ Selecting Column Mapping. The purpose of this interaction is to associate fields (or columns) in the
uploaded catalog file to the fields required by Price Point® for processing. The screen consists of two
columns, the Key Identifiers column and the Catalog File Names column. The Key Identifiers column
contains the various data elements that Price Point® requires to process the catalog, and the Catalog File
Names column contains a drop‐down list containing all columns found in the uploaded data file. Select
from the drop down list which columns in the uploaded data file correspond to the Key
Identifiers. NOTE: The system remembers the column names previously mapped to the Key Identifiers in
and the default mapping assignment will be the last remembered mapping for that column name.

Key Identifiers
•

•

Part ID - The identifier (e.g., part number, catalog number) that the supplier uses to identify an
item (required) - NOTE: The column mapped to this must be a unique identifier for each record in
the uploaded catalog. Records with duplicates in this field will not be processed. For catalogs
lacking a column that can be used for this, please see the section on "Preparing a Catalog File".
Manufacturer Name - The name of the manufacturer of an item (required).
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Part Number - The identifier that the manufacturer uses to identify an item (e.g., manufacturer
part number/OEM part number) (required, if NSN is not given).
National Stock Number (NSN) (Available in the DLA version only) - The identifier in the federal
cataloging system that is associated with this item. These are 13-digit stock number consisting of
the 4-digit Federal Supply Classification (FSC) code and the 9-digit National Item Identification
Number (NIIN). (required, if Part Number not given).
Part Description - A free-text description of an item (required).
Price - The offer price of the item to be analyzed (required).
Unit Package Quantity - The number of items being sold in a single exterior container (optional)
Unit Package Type - The packaging type (e.g., Pack, Ream, Each, etc.) (optional)
Exterior Container Type - The packaging type (e.g., Box, Package, Pallet, etc.) (optional)

The system has been programmed to understand which column headers are typically found in the data
files, so it is likely that verifying the correct column assignments is all that is necessary. The first three
lines of the uploaded file are displayed below the Mapping panel to help in the mapping process.
Once the column mapping step is complete, scroll to the bottom of the screen and click Submit, as
shown in Figure 8b - Confirming Column Mapping.

Figure 8a - Selecting Column Mapping
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Figure 8b - Confirming Column Mapping

Validation
After submitting the column mappings, the system performs a simple validation of the records in the
uploaded data. It ensures, among other things, that all required fields are properly populated, and that
an Item ID does not occur multiple times.
The validation should take fewer than 10 minutes for a typical catalog of 20,000 or fewer items, while
larger catalogs may take longer. It may be preferential to return to Price Point® after the email
notification has been received when working with large files. During the processing time, the job on the
home page will indicate that it is Validating, as shown in Figure 9a - Job Validation In Progress. To see a
change of status for a job, you must re-load or refresh the page, which can be done by selecting Home
button in the upper right corner of the page.

Figure 9a - Job Validation In Progress

When the system has finished validating the data, an email similar to the one shown in Figure 9b - Job
Validation Complete email will be sent.
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Figure 9b - Job Validation Complete E-Mail

Approve Validation Results
After the system has completed the validation process, the Price Point® home screen will display the job
name with the message Validation Approval Required. The data must be approved for further
processing by clicking on the View link for the job, as shown in Figure 10a - Job Requires Validation
Approval. Clicking this link will display the screen shown in Figure 10b - Approving Valid Records for
Further Processing.

Figure 40a - Job Requires Validation Approval
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Figure 5 - Approving Valid Records for Further Processing

The Data Status screen lists the results of the preliminary validation process. The number of "valid" and
"invalid" records is displayed, along with a count of the number of records that contain various kinds of
errors.
To view any records with errors, click View Records With Errors.
To proceed with performing the price analysis on the valid records, click the Accept button as shown in
Figure 10b - Approving Valid Records for Further Processing. All invalid records will be ignored during
later processing.
There is also a global daily limit to the number of jobs that can be Accepted in one day. If your
organization has exceeded that limit, you will be notified and the job will not be accepted.

Job Processing
A job undergoes various processing steps to complete the pricing analysis. For a typical catalog of 20,000
items, the entire process should take approximately an hour, but processing time can vary greatly based
on the system load, the complexity of the descriptions, the number of price points known with the same
manufacturer name and part numbers, as well as many other factors.
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When the system has completed analyzing all the valid items in the catalog, the home screen will display
the message Completed, as shown in Figure 11 - Job Processing Complete. You can now click on View
under the under the job name as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 - Job Processing Complete

Report Tabs
Identical Match Tab:
There are multiple report tabs that will be displayed for each job loaded and processed by the system.
By default, the Identical Match tab is displayed when you click on View to access your job’s reports. The
information available in the Identical Match report tab, also known as the “Standard Report” displays an
analysis of the offer price for each item in the file by comparing this to all known prices for the identical
items across the supply chain. This mean the horizontal price analysis matches the input item against all
items in the database with an identical standardized Manufacturer Name, Manufacturer Part Number
and Package/Price Grouping assignment.
Each item analyzed receives a Risk Score, which indicates the likelihood that the offered item price is too
high when compared to identical parts from other suppliers. The higher the score, the more likely it is,
that the item price is too high.
In addition, price evidence from the database is presented for each item analyzed which includes the
Minimum and Average contract approved or catalog prices for the item, the Minimum and Average
sales transaction prices for an item, and the median price with additional metrics such as supplier name
and contract number which can be used to negotiate with the Supplier. See Figure 12 below – Identical
Matches/Standard Report.
Users can download the Standard Report data by selecting the Download link at the right. Additionally,
by clicking on any row of data in the tab, users can view all of the price evidence in the XSB global item
master associated with that part. This data includes all of the vendors across the supply chain who carry
this part on their contract and their contract approved price. See Figure 13 below – Item Details Report.
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Figure 12 – Identical Match Tab/Standard Report

Research Tab:
In reviewing the results of a catalog analyzed by Price Point®, users might find some SKUs in the Identical
Tab that the system can not assign a Risk Score to. In these case, Price Point® may not have a sufficient
number of prices and suppliers offering that item to provide a statistically valid risk assignment.
However, it may also be the case that the offered price being evaluated is a true outlier for that
MN/PN/Package group and requires further review. To assist in this review, a Research Tab has been
added to the Price Point ® system. See Figure 13 – Research Tab.
By clicking on the Research Tab in Price Point®, users can view a report that lists all of the SKUs uploaded
with their job or catalog file that were analyzed by the system. However, instead of looking at prices
limited to the assigned Price Point® subgroup (Price Point® reasons about price clusters to infer
packaging and groups identical items with identical inferred packaging), the Research Tab looks at prices
for the SKU across all of the price or packaging groups in the XSB global item master. This may help
users identify true price outliers that fall outside the parameters of the packaging/price subgroups.
The Research Tab provides the minimum, maximum and average list or contract approved prices for
each SKU in the file looking across DOD EMALL, GSA Advantage and NASA SEWP. As well as the
minimum, maximum and average sales transaction price for that SKU if it has been purchased in the last
12 months. Users can download the Research Tab data by selecting the “Download” link at the right.
By clicking on a given SKU in the Research Tab, users can view all of the price evidence in the XSB global
item master associated with that part. This data includes all of the vendors across the supply chain who
carry this part on their contract and their contract approved price. In addition, Price Point® displays the
price difference between the Offered Price under evaluation and each of the evidence prices found for
the SKU.
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Figure 13 – Research Tab Results

A1 Match Tab:
The Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act, 41 U.S.C. 46-48c, established a procurement program to increase
employment opportunities for individuals who are blind or have severe disabilities. The Committee for
Purchase from People Who Are Blind or Severely Disabled maintains a procurement list of products
which must receive priority for purchasing over identical or similar commercially manufactured
products.
The size and diversity of the supply chain, coupled with uneven data quality makes identifying these
items in a Supplier’s offer or catalog file a complex process. To assist users in determining which SKUs in
a Supplier’s offer are Essentially-the-Same (ETS) to an AbilityOne NSN, andflag which products must be
removed from a Supplier’s contract, we have included an A1 Match Report in Price Point®.
This report leverages XSB’s MDF technology and global item master database to identify all commercial
items present in an offer that have been determined to be equivalent to items on the AbilityOne
procurement A-List. The report includes the Input Item’s Manufacturer Name (OEM Name) and Part
Number (OEM Number), as well as the Supplier provided product or item description. It also provided
the AbilityOne NSN the item was matched to, along with the AbilityOne product description. This
enables the Contracting officer to review and validate matches and respond to Supplier challenges.

Figure 14 – AbilityOne Match Tab Results
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NSN Match Tab:
The NSN Match Report tab is only available in the DLA Version of Price Point®. This report cross
references commercial items a catalog or offer to NSNs and provides important procurement related
attributes associated with the NSN from DLA FLIS (Federal Logistics Information System).
These attributes include, among others:
LTC Status
Sole Source Review Code
Acquisition Method Code
Controlled Item Inventory Code
Acquisition Advice Code
Hazardous Material Indicator Code
Inventory Category Code
Criticality Code
Weapon System Indicator Code
Contract File Report:
The Contract File Report includes all data elements from the input catalog file, as well as detailed price
evidence from the supply chain; this report is more comprehensive than the standard report and is
typically used for contract file documentation and negotiation with the Supplier. The Contract File
Report can be downloaded by clickin on the Contract File Report Tab and following the download
prompts or by selecting the Download Contract File Report link displayed under the job name on the
homepage.

Figure 15 – Contract File Report Download
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Explanation of Report Columns
The data returned for any job or catalog file, contains several sections of data: Input Data, Price Risk,
and Reference Data as shown in Figure 16 – Price Point Results.
Uploaded Catalog Data/Input Data: The first four columns on this report ("Part Number", OEM Name,
OEM Part Number and Price) are values directly from the uploaded catalog, and are referred to as
"Input Data". This information was defined in the column mapping window, specified before processing.
Risk: The Risk column is the estimated probability that the offered price for the item under evaluation is
too high when compared to identical parts across the supply chain. This score ranges from 0 to 100.
The higher the score, the more likely it is, that the offered price is not reasonable and warrants further
review and inspection. See Figure 17 – Risk Score Legend.
Reference Data: The remaining columns of data are evidence pricing from the global item master which
is explained in more detail below.

Figure 16 – Price Point Results

Figure 17 – Risk Score Legend

Catalog Prices: To the right of the Risk column are the minimum and the average catalog (or contract
approved) prices for the item under review; these are prices on an existing GSA Advantage, DOD EMALL,
or NASA SEWP contract, or prices available in the open market for the item.
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When hovering over the "Avg" value for a Catalog or Sales Price, a pop‐up with details appears as shown
in the example below:

This shows the minimum and maximum price value ans the 95% range. 95% range is defined as follows:
For every line item, the average list price (µ) is calculated for matching items within the same pricing
group, and then the standard deviation (σ) for each is determined. The values from min of ‐2σ and max
of 2σ are then reported. 95% of the compared items should fall within this range.

Sales Prices: To the right of the Catalog Price Column, is the minimum and average sales price. This
reflects the prices actually paid by the Government for this item either through GSA Advantage or DOD
EMALL in the last 12 months. If the item under evaluation has not been purchased in the last 12
months, these values will be null.
Evidence: Further to the right are five columns that report the following:
Catalog: The source of the Evidence Price (GSA Advantage, DOD EMALL, etc.)
Supplier: This is a combined field displaying the Suppliers Name, Part Number and Contract Number.
Evidence Price: The median price (or "middle" price) for which this item is listed. Here we can use this
information to see how an item compares to the median prices found within DOD EMALL or GSA
Advantage!
Difference: The price difference in percentage to the Evidence Price.
Hits: The number of known prices to which the item was compared.
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Report Filtering and Sorting
Filtering by Part: Figure 18a – Filtering by Part below displays the filtering options of the displayed
results. Results can be filtered by Part Number, NSN, or Manufacturer Name. Simply type the desired
filter string in the Part Search dialog box and select Filter Results.

Figure 18a – Filtering by Part

Filtering by Shipping Code: Users can also filter results displayed by selecting the desired Shipping code
from the drop-down selector dialog box as shown in Figure 18b – Filtering by Shipping Code below.
Definition of shipping code selections:
Destination - Includes results where shipping is included in pricing.
Origin - Includes results where shipping is NOT included in pricing.
To remove any and all filters, simply click on the "Remove Filter" button to the far right.

Figure 18b – Filtering by Shipping Code

Sorting: To sort by any column in ascending or descending order, simply click on the up or down arrow
indicators

within the column header section of the results shown.
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Downloading Reports
There are two types of reports available for downloading; the Standard Report and Contract File Report.
The Standard Report downloads only the fields that are shown in the view on your User Interface or
Web Application screen. The Contract File Report downloads all the fields shown on the screen in
addition to and including any columns from your original file upload that are not displayed on the
screen. The Contract File Report also includes additional price evidence to support contract file
documentation and negotiation with the Supplier. The Columns of Data included in each report are
listed below:
Standard Report Data Fields

Contract File Report Data Fields
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To download a report in MS Excel format, choose the desired report tab from the top of the web view,
as shown in Figure 19a - Initiating Report Download, then click on the Download Report link on the top
right hand side of that tab . This will cause a new window to open (shown in Figure 19b - Selecting
Format for Report) which prompts the download format options. Choose Microsoft Excel (with
formatting) and click on Download to download the results. This will bring up a window like the one
shown in Figure 19c - Downloading Report. This interaction is browser dependent, but you will normally
be asked for the name of the file on your local computer in which to save the report.
NOTE: If your catalog is large, it may take a minute or longer for this window to appear.
Once the download is complete, the price analysis will be saved in an MS Excel file on your computer.
The contents of the MS Excel file will be similar to what is shown in Figure 20 - Downloaded Report.

Figure 19a - Initiating Report Download
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Figure 19b - Selecting Format for Report

Figure 19c - Downloading Report
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Figure 20 - Downloaded Report

In addition to the Standard and Contract File Reports, you follow the same download instructions to
download the Research Tab results and analysis.
NOTE: For large files, or to download the Contract File Report directly from the current job list, simply
click Download Contract File Report link under the job name on the main Price Point® user dashboard
as shown in Figure 21 below.

Figure 21 – Download Contract File Report from Job List
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Google and Amazon Punch-Out Links
Price Point® enables quick punch-outs to web sites including Amazon and Google to facilitate additional
web based price research. To initate this, simply click on the globe icon next to any part number in your
report and then select either Amazon or Google for your search as shown in Figure 22a – Using Price
Point® Web Links. The web search form will be pre-populated with the item you want to research as
shown in Figure 22b – Search Results of Google Punch Out.

Figure 22a - Using Price Point® Web Links

Figure 22b - Search Results of Google Punch-Out
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View Details for All Matches
In Price Point® you can view all of the underlying supporting data that was used by the system for price
analysis. This data includes price distribution graphs and product, price, supplier and contract data for
identical items used to determine price reasonableness of the item being analyzed. Simply click on an
row of data in the Web UI match report; this will bring up the Item Match Details Report shown in Figure
23a and Figure 23b below.

Figure 23a – Item Match Details Report – Price Distribution Graphs

Figure 23b – Item Match Detail Data Table
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Account Settings
The Account Settings module is designed to display the current account settings in addition to providing
users with the ability to update an email address, password, or display and download preferences. To
access the account settings module, click on the Account Settings link located at the top right of any
Price Point screen as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24 – Account Settings module

Account Information
When entering the Account Settings module, your current account Information will automatically be
displayed. Account information includes Full Name, User Name, Email Address, and Phone Number. This
is one of four Account Setting sections. The other Account Setting sections are “Update Email Address”,
“Update Password” and “Preferences”.
Update Email Address
To update your email address, click on Update Email Address as shown in Figure 25a.

Figure 25a – Updating an Email Address
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In the Update Email Address section, the current stored email address is shown as the first line. To
update an email address, enter the new email address on the second line and type your user password
on the third line as shown in Figure 25a. Click on the Update Email button to submit the email address
change.
Once submitted, an on-screen message as shown in Figure 25b, displays that an email was sent to the
“new” email address which contains a confirmation of change link. You will need to click on that link to
complete the change. When the email is received, click on the confirmation link. You will then be
directed to a page with a message stating that the email address has been successfully updated, and
displays the new email address as shown in Figure 25c.

Figure 25b – Email change request confirmation

Figure 25c – Email change successful confirmation
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Update Password
To update your password in the Account Settings module, click on Update Password at the left area of
window as shown in Figure 26a.

Figure 26a – Update Password

To create a new password, enter the current password, a new password, and retype the new password
into the appropriate lines as shown in Figure 26a. To submit the change, click on the Update Password
button. An on‐screen message stating that the password has been updated will be displayed as shown
in Figure 26b.

Figure 26b – Password Successfully Updated

Update Preferences
The Update Preferences section allows users to change the number of results displayed per page in the UI
as well as set a preferred download format for reports. To update these settings in the Account Settings
module, click on Preferences as shown in Figure 27a.
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Figure 27a – Update Preferences

Select the Number of Results Per Page to display, select the Preferred Download Format, and click the
Update Preferences button o submit the changes. Once the changes are submitted, an on-screen
message stating that the preferences have been updated as shown in Figure 27b.

Figure 27b – Preferences Successfully Updated
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